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About This Content

Magicka: The Other Side of the Coin lets players experience a completely new take on the Magicka universe. Take the role of
Alucart the Vampire and his Necromancers to fight against the forces of good. Your mission is to thwart Vlad’s attempt to unite

the humans, the dwarves and the elves.
Like the highly popular Magicka: Vietnam, The Other Side of the Coin features objective based level progression, a new story
and brand new playable characters. Along with the main quest, four new challenge levels are included as well as a new playable

PVP character, the Necromancer.

Key Features:

Play as Alucart the Vampire and his henchmen, the Necromancers

One exciting new story challenge set among exciting new elven architecture

4 new challenge maps playing as Necromancers: World's End, Volcano Hideout, OSOTC Arena and the Mirror Crystal
Cavern Hideout.

Necromancer introduced to PvP

New Steam achievements

Innovative and dynamic spellcasting system with thousands of possible combinations
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Up to four player co-op in all game modes as well as single player option

Experience the parody and satire of a cliché fantasy world
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Title: Magicka: The Other Side of the Coin
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Pieces Interactive
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2012
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magicka other side of the coin healing. magicka other side of the coin crash. magicka the other side of the coin walkthrough.
magicka the other side of the coin. magicka other side of the coin vlad

very good
but no saves :(. No ability to save. you play as the coolest villian out of any game ever made, EVER, in the game, also game
difficulty is increased by 75%, reason for that is... you can't heal yourself, but the only way to heal yourself is to drink people's
"blooddd". I loved the DLC but it sucks how you cant save :\\
. Broken as hell.. You can kill wooden unicorns it's worth everything. One of the poorest designed boss fights I've ever seen. Not
fun in the slightest.. Extremely different from the main game and gives you a bit of a back story on Vlad. Difficult DLC at that
too. Played with a friend and we had to essentially learn how to play this DLC so it feels like you're playing a different game.
Loved the easter eggs and parody humor, once again.. how did any of these guys below not finish this dlc in one hour
why would you need saves
use the time warp for vlad, too.
not exactly worth 5 bucks, as opposed to the stars are left, by the way. It's cool, but eh. at least there's the challenge maps.. There
is no save. So first you spend 30minutes of way too easy fights to get to a boss fight that lasts longer than rest of the level. Also
it sucks.
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This DLC is like a vampire; it sucks.. NO SAVES! Very annoying...
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